Goodness of Wit Test #21: Cogitation (CHANCE Vol. 26, No. 3) by WITZ (Jonathan Berkowitz)

Instructions: The eight outer letters spell a word. Combine that word with
their location to get a familiar phrase. Each clue has an extra letter in the
wordplay. Those letters, in clue order, spell a quotation and source, who is
honored in this puzzle. Five clue answers are related to the honoree. Solvers
must supply the phrase, quotation and source, and the five related answers.
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20 Limit most of enforcing in a new way (7)
26 A manager revised character arrangement (7)
28 Stand following flat heel (5)
29 Bother translating start of new letter (6)
30 No-name condition complicated articulation (7)
32 Puts in first of statistician’s tricky exercises (6, hyph.)
33 Patient starts to complain about surgeon, for example (4)
34 Observe pair of novices wager retrogressively (4)
35 After start, right place for entertainment income (7)
36 Nut and others in camera shot (5)
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Across
3 Confusion about hot, leaderless South East Asian country (5)
6 Supreme Court document describing very funny things (7)
10 Angers money-losing English (4)
11 Republican pursues junk mail fight (4)
13 Withdraw offering from Zaire to Ireland (6)
14 Registered dietitian introduced to kitchen collection (7)
15 Elmo is a revolutionary African pirate perhaps (6)
16 Learns new catch (5)
18 Most unpleasant call for help at onset of union break (7)
19 Keep in bit of extra salt, lose no liquid (7)

Down
1 Develop ultra abs having a flat surface (7)
2 Cultivate, court, or irritate (6)
3 Best pair of series marked area on ice (6)
4 Covering lines beneath complexion (4)
5 Confused head of orchard raises willows (6)
6 Nimble pitcher traded for nothing in apology (4)
7 Sign to insert sides of open container (6)
8 Massaging masseurs bearing out confusing situations (8)
9 Polished steel vs. plastic (6)
11 Gnarly, eerie surf guaranteed (8)
12 Wordless representation of copied paper (5)
15 Something similar, shaped much like us, but not male (8)
17 Cook onion melt – it’s midday (8)
20 Dictator imprisons a rebel’s leader (6)
21 Stylish, clean and tidy, without identification (5)
22 So sauna might be West Indian hotspot (6)
23 Obscene corespondent showing up from a modern epoch (6)
24 Got vat back in front, empty cask behind (7)
25 Resume discussion before onset of opposition to English writer (6)
27 Instrument held by large back muscles (6)
30 Produce note beginning to explain how much you should take (4)
31 Under ten? Charge really small amount (4)
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